Literature Review to Optimize the Autologous Fat Transplantation Procedure and Recent Technologies to Improve Graft Viability and Overall Outcome: A Systematic and Retrospective Analytic Approach.
Investigation and evaluation of the current methods and steps of autologous fat transplantation to optimize the viability of fat grafts and procedure outcome in quest of a more standardized protocol. A thorough literature search was performed across the CNKI, Wan Fang, PubMed, Ovid and EMBASE databases from the year 1970 to December 2014, collecting and classifying all of the autologous fat transplantation-related reports and articles, and after screening, a critical retrospective analysis was performed on the included data. A total of 65 articles were included in the study. However, there were limited numbers of cases dealing with procedure-related steps such as the selection of donor sites, fat acquisition, graft treatment and methodology of transplant, resulting in a significant lack of evidence support, furthermore urging the need for more standardized protocol for the steps of autologous fat transplant to improve graft viability and overall outcome while decreasing procedure-related morbidity. No good evidence was obtained to optimize the donor site, acquisition, processing and transplantation steps of the whole process of autologous fat transplantation. Tissue engineering and stem cell research have the potential to revolutionize the future of reconstructive surgery by replacing tissue, obviating the need for donor site morbidity. However, the use of stem cell therapies to expand and grow tissue for reconstruction must occur in the context of risk management. Balancing ease of harvest with yield and efficacy has been a delicate and often difficult trade-off which has prompted the scientific community to investigate alternative sources. However, there is much hope in the evaluation and implementation of multimodality approaches for autologous fat transplant, including thriving technologies such as ultrasound-assisted, water jet-assisted, nanotechnology-assisted liposuction in combination with revolutionary fat treatment technologies such as the VASER system. This journal requires that authors assign a level of evidence to each article. For a full description of these Evidence-Based Medicine ratings, please refer to the Table of Contents or the online Instructions to Authors www.springer.com/00266 .